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1) Switch ON the Clinician Programmer (CP), and login using your credentials.

2) Should the following situations occur during a follow-up programming session:

• If the patient record is not available on the CP.

• If you are not sure the CP you are using has the latest patient configuration.

Retrieve the latest patient record directly from the Stimulator using the following steps: 

• Tap         button (Copy patient record from Stimulator).

• Select the desired Stimulator serial ID in the detected devices list.

• Press the «Confirm» button.

3) In the PATIENT LIST SCREEN, search for the retrieved patient record by scrolling up or 

down on the list (scroll by pulling manually the list OR use the Up/Down arrows             ).

Note: Use the “Creation Date” field to identify the newest patient records in the list
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4) Select the retrieved patient record and tap on the                              button.

Note: If the accessed patient record has a valid program saved, the CP displays the 

MANAGE PROGRAMS SCREEN, otherwise the CP displays the next available screen in the 

programming flow (IMPLANTS / THERAPY / SUMMARY).

5) Tap on        to duplicate/copy the existing program P1, then select an empty program 

slot (P2) and press                      .

Note: By duplicating, moving or modifying a program, the program set stored on the CP 

differs from the program set stored on the Stimulator (indicated by the icon          ).

6) On the “new” copied program (P2),  tap            and rename the program to NEW .

The same way, rename the initial program (P1) to OLD by tapping on          .

7) Press on the button inside the NEW program to modify stimulation 

parameters (CP transitions to the THERAPY SCREEN). 

8) Once the modifications on THERAPY SCREEN are completed, access the SUMMARY SCREEN.

«Save» the program to slot P2 and press                   to return to MANAGE PROGRAMS SCREEN.

9) Press «Cancel» when asked if you want to Push/Pull programs.

10) Move the NEW program to slot P1 by pressing        or        on the OLD/NEW program.

11) Press on                     next to the icon          and «Push» programs to the Stimulator.

12) Delete program P1 or P2 by pressing on        . Notice icon changes from:         to         .

13) The deleted programs on the CP are still stored on the Stimulator if they were 

previously Pushed. To retrieve the deleted programs, press on the                    button next

to the icon          and «Pull»                  programs from the Stimulator.

Verify that programs P1 and P2 are again available on the CP and that the          icon is 

displayed, indicating that CP and Stimulator program sets are equivalent (SYNC).          

14) Start stimulation on NEW program P1 by pressing on                    . 
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